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Dairy Software with SNF facility
Features
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Separate rates of milk for cow and buffalo for all customers
Separate rate for a particular person for both above.
Milk price calculated depending on fat , kg, SNF
Separate rates for Fat and SNF are to be stored ( if you are not giving separate
rate for SNF use fat rate only)
Dataentry of fat , kg and lactometer density is to be entered.
Software will calculate SNF automatically.
If you are not using lactometer . Then enter only kg and fat .
To facilitate fast entry and avoiding selection of cow or buffalo each time a
customer card / account is set to have either cow or buffalo . So if a farmer is
having milk of both cow and buffalo two accounts are to be created

Big Dairy mode
When a big dairy receives milk from small dairies
- a small dairy sends milk in say 5 cans each having different fat, lactometer
reading and weight
- there are 20 such small dairies sending milk each day
- for this Milk purchase bill is to be entered entering fat,lacto, kg of each can
separately
- if you do not want to enter each can separately manually calculate average fat,snf
then enter it in one line
Small Dairy mode.
Small dairy in a village receives milk from say 100 small farmers twice
(morning/evening)daily .
- they prefere to give bill on weekly basis ( or may be 3 times in a month)
- Separate milk inward entry is to done and milk of all farmers is to entered on
same screen.
- after entry of each farmer slip can be printed by pressing F7 on that line
- in this mode readings are automatically taken from milkotester and weighing
scale.
- If cow and buffalo milk is to be handled separately then 2 cans are to be placed
on weighing scale( one for cowmilk and second for buffalo)
- If your weighing scale supports 2-way comminication it can be made zero by
sending signal from computer when the slip is printed. It is optional and if your

-

weighing scale does not accept the signal set this option off. You will have to
manualy press the Tare button on scale to show zero.
A milk report can be printed for the day and morning/eveing session.
When you want to prepare milk purchase bills for unbilled receipts of last 7-10
days a menu is given for this purpose.
in this bill you can print ledger of that farmer for the period starting from last
purchase bill.

Other non dairy related transactions
Sometimes the dairy operator sales goods such as cattlefeed or other grocery items then
he can enter such transactions.

